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Quickstart: This is an easy to use, high performance application. Features: Rotate, translate and zoom 3D models Import Jmol, Povray and other files View the 3D model and the components Use multiple 3D axes Load images and use as 3D model You can select multiple 3D axes and set separate color schemes for each axis. Run animation programs (Mac only) Save models and files to disk (Mac only) Use multiple 3D
windows Multiple keyboard and mouse events Dockable windows Comprehensive help Download the latest version of gMol Serial Key at gMol Home: Other Downloads: Credits: gMol is a product of Biotrace, a small independent company dedicated to Open Source and Open Standards. License: gMol is distributed under the GNU General Public License. Note: The Mac version is available from GTPKme GTPKme is a
script for calculating k-means clustering, created by Gilles Bessis. The script's syntax is very similar to MSAKCluster, which was created by Marc Strauss. GTPKme is intended to be the primary script used for k-means clustering. Latest revision as of 09:49, 1 February 2011 GTPKme is a script for calculating k-means clustering, created by Gilles Bessis. The script's syntax is very similar to MSAKCluster, which was
created by Marc Strauss. GTPKme is intended to be the primary script used for k-means clustering. About GTPKme is a script for calculating k-means clustering, created by Gilles Bessis. The script's syntax is very similar to MSAKCluster, which was created by Marc Strauss. GTPKme is intended to be the primary script used for k-means clustering. Usage GTPKme's syntax is very similar to MSAKCluster's syntax. The
main difference is that GTPKme creates a file called "cluster.kmeans.gmet
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Keymacro is a software that can be used as a simple scripting language to control external applications or play a sequence of macros.It can be configured to receive keyboard input from any application and send it to the selected applications. MIR-LabView Description: MIR-LabView is a powerful tool for data acquisition, data processing, and data analysis in the field of physics and chemistry. It is intended to be an
extension of LabVIEW for students and researchers in physics and chemistry. MiniBibTeX Description: MiniBibTeX is a LaTeX style file used to compile BibTeX entries. It is designed for small printing projects, such as school-work, and small-scale publishing. Minecraft Description: Minecraft is a completely free sandbox game that you can play online or on your computer. Use tools to mine resources, create
structures, and combat monsters and ghasts. Mod4Dev4Description: Mod4Dev4 is a software to configure keyboards and mice for your computer, and allows you to set up multiple profiles for different use-cases. Morph Description: Morph is a simple, easy to use and quick animal model generator. Choose an existing image or import one from your computer. MTS Description: MTS is a tool to generate an animation
based on a simulation model. MPT Description: MPT is a set of tools to create documents and presentations in the format suitable for peer review. Mplot2Description: Mplot2 is an interactive web-based, easy to use computer software tool for creating animations and video of three dimensional anatomical models. MS SQL Server Description: MS SQL Server is a relational database management system (RDBMS) that
supports the standard Structured Query Language (SQL). SQL Server is a Microsoft product. MUFOFF Description: MUFOFF (Mouse Utilization File for Offset Fitting) is a package for fitting offset trajectories using a least squares method. It is useful for precisely fitting offset trajectories to individual mice and mapping local environments. Multiwire Probes Description: Multiwire Probes is a digital, multiplexed,
differential probe that has a high degree of linearity over a wide dynamic range. It can be used to measure neural activity with a resolution of up to 0.5 microvolts. MynBox Description: MynBox is a multimedia content authoring system. It is designed to be easy to use for 77a5ca646e
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gMol is a free and open source molecular visualization and manipulation application. It offers a number of features, such as a flexible user interface, visualization tools, support for modeling applications, as well as the ability to manipulate protein and nucleic acid data sets in the form of coordinate files and PDB or CIF format files. Molecular visualization: Molecular visualization, including the generation of structure
pictures and animations, can be performed through gMol. gMol supports the visualization of molecular structures in a 3D perspective. In addition to viewing structures in 2D projection, gMol also supports the viewing of molecular structures in a 3D perspective by converting the selected structure into a 3D model. This can be achieved by a) converting the coordinate file into the 3D model format (.mol) or b) by viewing
the selected structure in the 3D perspective through WebGL. Manipulation: Another feature of gMol is the ability to manipulate and control the data set through several tools: - Rotate Molecule: The rotation of the molecule around a selected axis, the angle in which the rotation axis is located and the order in which the axes are displayed are configurable. - Translation: The position and orientation of the molecule can be
changed along x, y and z axes by clicking on the selected object and adjusting the position of the mouse cursor. - Scale: The sizes of the atoms or the entire molecule can be adjusted using mouse operations. - Select: The molecules can be selected using the mouse to highlight them and the area surrounding the structure can be defined using a rectangle. - Label: A mouse click on a molecule will label it with its ID, unit of
measurement or name. - Click: A mouse click can be used to change the direction of an existing rotational axis. - Cut: The selected structure can be cut away and saved to a new file. - Copy: The coordinates of the selected object can be saved to a new file. - Paste: The coordinates of the selected object can be pasted into a new file. - Copy to clipboard: The coordinates of the selected object can be copied to the clipboard
and pasted into another application. - Paste to clipboard: The coordinates of the selected object can be pasted into the clipboard and pasted into another application. - Open/Save: The selected molecule can be opened in other applications. - Export/Import: The coordinates of the selected
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System Requirements:
Internet Explorer 11 or later Windows 8.1 or later Windows Phone 8.1 or later At least 512 MB RAM (1 GB is required) 2 GB space available Macintosh OS X 10.7 or later Mac OS X 10.9 or later Mac OS X 10.10 or later Processor running at 2.4 GHz or faster Note: Internet Explorer 11 or later and Windows 8.1 or later are required.
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